RECOMMENDED SPARE PARTS
MODEL 4100 TRAP REPAIR PARTS

1 90785 TARGET GUIDE RAIL
1 90810 WIPER
2 90841 TARGET NEST BRUSH
1 91035 MAGAZINE INDEXING CLUTCH COIL—ALSO USED ON ANGLING CLUTCH
2 90609 PIVOT SHAFT CAM SWITCH OR TIMING CAM SWITCH
1 33325 MAINSPRING ASSEMBLY
1 91064 REMOTE CONTROL SWITCH
1 90879 AUTO ANGLE SWITCH
1 90697 SAFE RELEASE TOGGLE SWITCH
1 90804 COCKING CLUTCH SOLENOID

WE RECOMMEND THAT THE ABOVE PARTS BE KEPT ON HAND FOR REPAIR PURPOSES.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING PARTS

(Please read carefully)

When ordering parts, model number, part number and part name must be given. Parts may be identified from exploded view and parts list.

Please do not ship sample parts to factory unless it is impossible to identify from parts list or exploded view. See shipping instructions concerning FACTORY SERVICE. Parts will be furnished as long as supply is available.

All parts will be shipped as ordered. The particular part may require slight adjustment or fitting to assure proper function.

Please send part orders direct to:

Quality Replacement Parts
5405 Valley Belt Road, Suite A
Independence, Ohio 44131
1-800-742-0425

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FACTORY SERVICE

(Please read carefully)

Please package carefully when shipping to factory. Use plenty of cushioning material to prevent movement in package during transit.

All shipments should have return and forwarding address clearly marked on package as well as on attached letter.

To further improve service, please attach complete letter of information securely on outside of each package returned to factory for repairs. Give full details of contents of shipment. List model name and number. Give full condition of contents — damage, parts missing, etc. A full description will enable us to more accurately list the needed repairs.

Cover only one subject in letter or order. Do not order spare parts and give instructions on repair in the same letter — this delays service.

To avoid all possible delay in starting work, please include in first order or letter the trouble to be corrected, any changes desired or parts to be replaced. If an estimate is required before work is started, please advise. Otherwise, we will proceed with necessary work and send a statement of the cost. Unless otherwise specified shipments will be made by way of Parcel Post on small packages, Express on larger packages. Remington parts are not interchangeable with those of any other make. For this reason Remington Arms Company, Inc. cannot service any product not of its manufacture. Repairs will be made as long as supply of parts is available.

IMPORTANT: Before packaging trap for return to factory, make sure trap is uncocked. Carrier should be removed and carefully packaged. All shipments may be made by insured mail, Express, Motor Transport or Freight.

Please send repairs direct to:

Quality Replacement Parts
5405 Valley Belt Road, Suite A
Independence, Ohio 44131
1-800-742-0425